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Today in luxury:

Hudson Yards's The Conservatory overhauls model after 2 months

The New York City store opened in March promising to bring the best of online shopping to bricks-and-mortar. It has
since pivoted away from a showroom model, says Vogue Business.

Click here to read the entire story on Vogue Business

Richemont's Bernard on balancing tradition with current trends in luxury

For Alain Bernard, president and chief executive officer of Richemont North America, leveraging the inherent
strengths of the group's various design maisons is essential to its success. But, Bernard stressed, one must be
mindful of the present and the ever-changing needs of clients while also having a keen eye on the future, says
Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire story on WWD

The CFDA enters its Tom Ford era at 2019 awards

The American fashion industry's annual awards ceremony said goodbye to chairwoman Diane von Furstenberg
and honoured Jennifer Lopez, Brandon Maxwell, Rick Owens, Eileen Fisher and Carine Roitfeld, says Business of
Fashion.

Click here to read the entire story on BoF

Here's how Burberry, MCM, Montblanc celebrated Children's Day in China
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Children's Day may be less known in the West, but in China, it's  a well established holiday, by both adult and kids.
While we looked for new marketing campaigns, it seems like this year's Children's Day has received less spotlight
than previous years, which means less competition for brands that actually create a thoughtful campaign. Below,
three of the best examples based on their creativity, engagement and execution, says Jing Daily.

Click here to read the entire story on Jing Daly
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